Safety Committee Minutes from November 1, 2006
Members Present: Alena Preble OSU, Dave Johnson OSU, Randy Walker OSU Lori Parker ODF&W, Faith Cole EPA

The main topic of discussion was the Tsunami Drill held in Mid-October. It was mentioned that again this year it was hard to hear what the speakers were saying. Walker will attempt to get a more powerful loud speaker next year. Hollis did a fine job of displaying what each person should have in their emergency pack. It was noted that it is the responsibility of each person to make sure they have supplies for a tsunami.

Faith Cole mentioned that she had acquired a satellite phone to be used in an emergency. None of the other agencies have ordered their satellite phones yet.

There was considerable interest in the C.E.R.T Training that Toby Cole from the Newport Fire Department offered employees on HMSC Campus. It appears there is enough interest in this training to go ahead with the program. It will be held after-hours.

The next Safety Committee Meeting will be held December 6, 2006 at 09:00 in the upstairs lobby of the Barry Fisher Building